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I see our organizers have put a question mark on the theme for this year’s 
conference …. “sustainable energy future” – Question Mark

-TransAlta has long been a believer in, and advocate for sustainability
- We’ve made good progress - actually better than good – and that 
progress is accelerating
-Overall The energy sector is similarly making progress.  Partially because 
it must, and partially because it can.   I firmly believe, it will accomplish 
the goal of sustainable energy.  So for me there is no need for the 
question mark.  But ensuring it stays away isn’t easy.

I have 3 key messages for today:
1) The key to prospering in a carbon constrained future is breaking the 

tripe “E” economic/energy equation that have been at the core of the 
energy industry since its inception:
Economic growth = energy usage growth = emissions growth

2) The world has a gigantic amount of installed carbon emitting facilities.
 It’s financially and technically impossible to physically replace all that 

quickly with any new technologies – particularly technologies that are 
either untested or expensive or both

 But it’s environmentally impossible for the world to achieve its 
emissions targets unless these emissions are dealt with.

 Therefore, a cost effective solution is urgently required.  The only 
practical one i see is retrofitting through CC.

 The “prize”… a future of super clean hydrocarbon-based energy 
economy.

 And it’s for this reason that the world collectively will spend billions 
of dollars on technology development.

 That development will lead to a solution.  It’s why I do not believe in 
the nay-sayers who say CCS technically won’t work and/or will be too 
expensive.  That is inconsistent with the research trends we see to 
date.

 As part of the federal/AB CC&S task Force in 2007, I was privileged 
to be able to access research work that convinced me this is true.
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 The reality is… not finding a solution is much more costly for the 
world than finding one.  The economics do work here!

3) Canada can, and must play a lead role in furthering this technology.
 We prosper from hydro carbons and have a responsibility to find 

solutions
 We can prosper from the emerging technologies.  New industries and 

opportunities will emerge.
 We have probably among the world’s best structural elements 

naturally in place to lead the critically needed physical development 
and testing:

-large single source emitters
-pipeline expertise
-sequestration expertise
-sequestration capacity
-and within kilometers of each other

 But, the challenge is immense:
-75% of Canada’s primary energy comes from fossil fuels
-the proposed federal government GHG reduction targets are 
aggressive as you know:

-20% reductions by 2020
-60% plus by 2050
-no one really knows how to do that today

 CC&S has the potential to deliver 70% of that goal.
-Without it, conservation and “greening” energy will have to do it all.  
-No one other than polyanna’s can see a way to that happening

-the goal simply put – turn fossil fuels into green fuels

Benefits of CC&S:
 Can reduce GHG rapidly and on a large scale
 The economics can work:

-Infrastructure replacement is so costly that almost any CC&S cost 
will be less
-Technology risk actually reduced

 First, adding to existing working acilities that themselves 
remain largely untouched

 Second, not replacing facilities with unknown track records 
for reliability or life
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 Potential is huge:
-By 2050 CCS alone could reduce Canada’s GHG emissions by 40%
-That’s the equivalent of all of Canada’s current industrial emissions

The Canadian Advantage:
In addition to:

 Intense, geographically-tight emission sources
 Transport expertise
 Storage capacity on a huge scale

We also have:
 Regulatory processes needed to develop the new rules and regulations
 EOR potential
 A Canadian legacy of doing grand scale national projects – railways, 

seaways etc.

What’s needed:
 Government support on funding the technologies:

-CCS is a winner on paper today but
-unproven at commercial scale
-uneconomic until price of carbon fully reflected in the market

 Needs regulatory support to permit and protect the initial projects

 Needs industry partnerships
-Simply put, too big, too risky, to do alone
-Too important not to do

 Communications – Industry needs to work on this on a whole larger 
scale

-dispel the misconceptions that:
1) Industry created the GHG problem and industry can fix it
2) That the answers are easy and cheap

-instead we must show the public:
1. That government support is not a boondoggle, but instead 

that it is an absolutely essential element of the solution. 
2. That the solution is a societal benefit
3. And, There is no silver bullet here – just hard slogging, a 

lot of money, and probably some failures along the journey. 
Technology development is certainly not risk free.
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But the goal is worth it and the odds are greatly in our favour.

I am certainly in the camp that before 2020 green fossil fuels, including coal 
will be a reality.


